Surface decomposition method for near-field acoustic holography.
Near-field acoustic holography reconstruction of the acoustic field at the surface of an arbitrarily shaped radiating structure from pressure measurements at a nearby conformal surface is obtained from the solution of a boundary integral equation. This integral equation is discretized using the equivalent source method and transformed into a matrix system that can be solved using iterative regularization methods that counteract the effect of noise on the measurements. This work considers the case when the resultant matrix system is so large that it cannot be explicitly formed and iterative methods of solution cannot be directly implemented. In this case the method of surface decomposition is proposed, where the measurement surface is divided into smaller nonoverlapping subsurfaces. Each subsurface is used to form a smaller matrix system that is solved and the result joined together to generate a global solution to the original matrix system. Numerically generated data are used to study the use of subsurface extensions to increase the continuity of the global solution, and investigate the size of the subsurfaces, as well as the distance between the measurement and the vibrating surface. Finally a vibrating ship hull structure is considered as a physical example to apply and validate the proposed methodology.